
 

The Elder Deck: The Magician's Tool for Rune Reading by
Phill Smith

Welcome to the Elder Deck, a stunning deck of playing cards designed to unlock
a realm of mystery and wonder. Whether you're a magician, mystery entertainer,
or a collector of exquisite decks, this is a project that will ignite your imagination
and elevate your performances to new heights. Developed by John Watson, the 
Elder Deck is a full toolkit to help magicians and mystery worker learn and
integrate runes into their performances.

Unique Features

The Elder Deck is not your ordinary deck of cards. It seamlessly blends the
world of traditional playing cards with the ancient art of rune reading. Here's what
sets it apart:

Dual Purpose: The Elder Deck serves a dual purpose. It functions as a
fully functional deck of playing cards, perfect for any card game or magic
routine. At the same time, its intricate rune designs allow you to delve into
the mystical realm of divination and offer compelling readings to your
audience.
Exquisite Design: Crafted with utmost attention to detail, each card in
The Elder Deck features mesmerizing rune symbols combined with
classic playing card elements. The result is a deck that not only
captivates the eye but also sparks curiosity and intrigue.
Marked for Mystery: Unlock a world of hidden secrets and illusions with
The Elder Deck's clever marking system. Every card bears discreet
markings, revealing both its face value and corresponding rune symbol.
This opens up a multitude of possibilities for mind-boggling magic tricks
and effects tailored specifically for this deck.
Empower Your Performance: Whether you're a magician or mystery
entertainer, The Elder Deck offers you an exciting opportunity to add a
new dimension to your act. Discover how seamlessly integrating rune
readings into your performances can captivate and astonish your
audience. We'll provide you with comprehensive instructions on both rune
readings and a range of original magic effects designed exclusively for
The Elder Deck
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